SEIS / EIS pending HMRC approval

Absail Partners Ltd seeks £650,000
capital to secure UK Licence for Enerpulse
Technologies Inc.

www.absailpartners.co.uk
Sector:

Cleantech; industrial technology;
energy efficiency
Stage:

Early Stage
Location:

UK
Roles available:

Not hiring

Enerpulse has evolved and perfected the next generation
of ignition system technology.
Placing an integrated capacitor within the plug allows the energy to
build up to a high power discharge, which burns the fuel mixture more
thoroughly, more efficiently and with fewer resulting emissions.
To see how Pulstar Spark Plugs work, view the video here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w962iS-7ELQ
Field trials with large end user companies in power generation
have been ongoing for 18 months and are due to end in Q1 2018.
Commercial contracts expected to follow thereafter.
Offering 1/3 of gross profits over 5 years for the investment.
Projected return over 5yrs between 2x and 3.5x invested money.

For more information, please contact:
Eric Warner on ericdw@absailpartners.com or call 07787 445415
Investing in early stage businesses is high risk and you may lose some or all of your invested capital. Other risks include Illiquidity and lack
of dividends. These investments are not suitable for all investors, they should only be made as part of a diversified portfolio and they are
targeted exclusively at sophisticated investors who understand these risks. Prospective investors should read the documents provided in
relation to any specific investment opportunity in their entirety and consult with their own advisers before deciding whether to invest.
The levels and basis of taxation depend on an individual’s circumstances and may change in the future. In addition, the availability of tax
relief depends on the company invested in maintaining its qualifying status. There is likely to be a lack of operating history upon which
to evaluate performance, and investors should also be aware that past performance is not a reliable indicator or guarantee of future
performance and should not be relied on when considering investment. Investors’ interests are unsecured and rank subordinate to other
creditors. The lack of corporate listing for any private company may make it difficult or impossible for shares to be sold and prices may also
fluctuate significantly.
This Financial Promotion is approved for the purposes of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 by Sturgeon Ventures LLP, which is
authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority (FRN 452811). In providing its approval of this Financial Promotion, Sturgeon
Ventures LLP is not providing any verification, review of or advice on the underlying company’s activities, finances or documentation or on
any of its Principals or Directors.
An investment into any company described in this Financial Promotion is not covered by the Financial Services Compensation Scheme.

